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FUNGIBLE DEMOCRATIZES DATA
CENTER CLOUDIFICATION

ABOUT FUNGIBLE
Fungible aims to effectively cloudify the world’s data centers by utilizing the
Fungible DPU™ to connect CPUs, GPUs and all-flash arrays via Ethernet.
Fungible solutions powered by the Fungible DPU enable a secure, highperformance, massively scalable, composable and hyperdisaggregated
infrastructure for the data-centric era.
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO POWERED BY THE FUNGIBLE DPU
Fungible Storage Cluster
Fungible Storage Cluster (FSC) is the world’s fastest secure, scale-out
and all-flash NVMe/TCP disaggregated storage platform. FSC delivers
best-in-class performance characteristics for IOPS, latency, and
throughput with a node-based architecture that starts small and can
grow to data center scale.
Fungible GPU-Connect
Fungible GPU-Connect (FGC) is a 4U system that composes GPU and
CPU resources across Ethernet. FGC allows data centers to centralize GPU
assets into a single resource pool to be attached to servers on demand and
across racks.
Fungible Accelerator Cards
Fungible Accelerator Card (FAC) family of host adapter cards bring all datacentric functionality including network, compute, storage, security, and
GPU disaggregation into a single platform.

Fungible Data Center
Fungible Data Center (FDC) transforms complex and expensive data centers to highly efficient and on-demand
powerhouses. The FDC is an on-premises and turn-key solution that delivers bare-metal performance at the cost
efficiencies and simplicity of hyperscale data centers.

LEADERSHIP TEAM
Fungible was founded by Silicon Valley veterans Pradeep Sindhu and Bertrand Serlet in 2015 to revolutionize the
performance, reliability and economics of data centers at all scales. Sindhu previously founded Juniper Networks
and held roles as CEO and CTO. Prior to Fungible, Serlet founded a storage startup and before that was SVP of
Software Engineering at Apple. In July 2021, Fungible appointed former Marvell and Broadcom executive Eric
Hayes as CEO. Hayes brings extensive experience in scaling organizations and accelerating business momentum
with strong customer partnerships.
Fungible has a world class team with deep experience in innovation and over 50 Fungible patents. Fungible’s
headquarters is in Santa Clara, California, and has a satellite Engineering office is in Bangalore, India.

TOP-TIER INVESTORS
Fungible has raised over $300M in funding from top-tier venture capitalists and strategic investors.
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